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Today, we’re covering the advantages of using FB Live video in your social 
marketing mix for both personal profile pages and brand pages.

• Only 30% of brands in the US are actually taking advantage of FB Live videos today.
• The number of viewers of FB video is growing by around 94% a year in the US.

As more brands pick up the pace with Live video and the competition gets stiffer, we’ll 
most likely see rising costs for boosting/promoting in this format. So, let’s all get going 
while the going is good!

Live video makes your brand feel more 
human, real and authentic. It mixes up the 
balance of your social posts between real 
time footage and more polished posts.

Real Time Responsiveness: Live 
comments and reactions are part of what 
makes the experience so engaging to 
customers. It feels more like a two-way 
conversation when you’re responding 
directly to their questions “in person”. 
Therefore, this type of live broadcast drives 
comments at 10 times the rate of non-live 
videos.

Be human and let go – don’t be 
afraid of being imperfect.

Have a plan ready, but always be 
nimble with your subject matter – 
and be ready to throw it away and 
create a new scope on the spot if 
need be.

‘Experiment! Test and repeat. See 
what works for your audience.

The Simple
Facts

The Advantages of Using
FB Live Video
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Better Engagement Rates Overall: 
Live video spurs “meaningful” engagement with the audience, getting nearly double 
the engagement of videos that are posted in the FB feed. 
 • Also, with Live video, you can pin comments to the bottom of a video, bringing    
    the best comment to the attention of viewers, garnering further engagement.

More Reach: 
With higher engagement comes higher reach, and the cycle feeds itself. You’ll see a 
significant jump in your organic reach! 

Longer View Times: 
Users watch Live videos 3 times longer than non-live video. Cost is minimal - no need 
for a production crew, editing, etc., just a good phone.
 • Your phone offers the ability to use both forward facing and self-facing      
    cameras, even switching between them during a broadcast.
  • Invest in a mic for the phone (i.e. Apogee mic for iPhone), to damper      
    background noises (i.e. in crowded spaces or in an airport).

Automatic Notifications: 
Publishing Live video gives automatic notifications to your followers when you go Live 
(on both FB + IG). 

With higher 
engagement comes 
higher reach!
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Feature Influencers Relevant to your Brand in Real-Time:

Save the Livecast:

Boosting Your Live Video: 
Get exponential reach: Boost your Live video (put $$s behind it to get more reach) for 
greater reach and engagement! It’s best to boost over a 1-day period in the boost/
promotion tab on FB (you’ll also be offered “over a 7-day period but we found it’s not 
as effective as boosting over a 1-day period). 

Vertical Videos - Sound is On: 
FB Live, IG Live, Snapchat and FB + IG Stories are watched mainly with sound on, 
versus a video in the feed where you have to opt to have sound on.

Invite an influencer or audience member to join your broadcast (available only 
when filming Live from a personal FB page, not from a brand’s page). This will 
result in a split-screen video (like Facetime), where you can talk to or interview 
a guest in real time. You can invite and remove guests at any time.

Influencer takeovers work well on Live videos; “Behind the scenes”, and “a 
day in the life of” influential people relevant to your brand is valuable and 
entertaining.

Immediately share the live broadcast after it has ended on your FB Profile/
Page, which then becomes a permanent video for your social content.

Upload your FB Live video to either FB Stories or IG Stories for further reach (if 
it’s longer than 20 secs and 15 secs respectively you can use third-party apps 
that will cut the video up into clips for your Stories).

https://www.guidingtech.com/post-long-instagram-stories/
https://www.guidingtech.com/post-long-instagram-stories/
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Create a Weekly
FB Live SHOW

Provide a weekly show with valuable content to your FB user base and they’ll keep 
coming back every week for more!

You can schedule a FB Live broadcast before it happens (up to one week in advance) 
to help promote it - the scheduled event will appear on your FB Page for users to see.

Boost your Live video show every week for greater reach and engagement! 
(Remember, It’s best to boost over a 1-day period in the boost/promotion tab on FB). 

You can retarget to these viewers! Tell them the topic of next week’s show, and/or 
retarget media buy ads to these engaged followers.

Viewers who see a scheduled Live event can request to be notified before the 
broadcast begins and can join the video’s “lobby” three minutes before it is 
scheduled to start.

Follow - Like - Share
Facebook: @tomferry
Instagram: @tomferry
Twitter: @tomferry
YouTube: @coachtomferry
Snapchat: @tomferryintl


